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WHY PLASMA ARMATURE RAILGUNS DON’T WORK (AND WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT)*

Jerald V. Parker
Los Alamos AlaraosNational Laboratory
Post Office Box 1663, ?lailStop E526

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Plasma armatu::erailguns have failed to
achieve the high velocities predicted in the earlv

19ao’s, Only a few ex,>erimentsin tha last decade
have exceeded the velo(:ityof 5.9 km/s obtained by
Rashlei.ghand Marshall in thair pioneering plasma
armatura experiments.1 Tha apparent barrier at 5 to
7 km/s results from viicous and ablation drag on
neutral and ionized material in the railgun bore.

It has taken akost five years to understand
and demonscxate clearly the inter-relation cf

ablatioc, viscous drag, and arc restrike. In the
light of this improved understanding, it is time to
examine t!lefuture poteltial of plasm$ armature
railguns.

There is little reason to hope that
conventional railguns w~,llexceed a velocity of 8 to
10 km/s, Xew approachna based on reducing the amount
of material entering tht bore or eliminating
electrical conduction appear promising. Based on
current undnrstandlng a valocity of 20 to 25 km/s

aPPears Posaiblo using e!ther -dvanced materials oc
novol railgun pow-r systems.

lJuuLwa&Ln

Plasma ●rmature railguns have bean the
subject of activa roa~arch ●nd dovolopment since the
Raahleigh and 14arshall paper was published in 1978,A
Following tha publlcatioa of ‘, thare waa substantial
enthusiasm for the doveloprnentof plaama armatura
accelerators oporating ●l:velocities of 20 to 50
km/s, The baais for thin optimism waa ● general
balief that plaaaa ●rmaturaa could :’OUP1Ormgnatic
force to projectiles ● t almost nny velocity u? to the
spaed of light ●nd that tha principal velocity
limitation was projectile.boro interactions

After ● decade of rasaarch, only three
!Aboratorjesa,>,bhave reported achieving valcx.itiea
elgniffcantly higher than tha 5,9 km/s report hy
Raahleigh ●nd Marshall, ;“tia now genarally acceptgd
that tha plasma armaturo ltsolf has strong
intoractiona with tho railgun structura ●nd that
thtac lntoractions ●ro th~ dominant factor Llmltins
th. performance of plaama ,araiature rai16una, Thti
first eect.ionof this pap.: raviavs the currenr,
serti.quanl:itativ.❑odal of pla#ma ●rmature rtynamica,
ThQ importance of restrlka conduction and tlw key
roles pla,tedby ●blation and viscous dras in causing
raatrika (Iredlec~!-smd,

—., .. .... . . . . .
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The second section reviews the progress
which has been made toward eliminating or
circumventing restrika and plasma armature drag. A
numbar of ideae uuggested in 19B53have been evaluatad
experimentally in the past two years with encouraging
raaulta.

Our understanding of plasma arm~ture
dynamics haa improved steadily since 198&8 when the
importance of wall ablation was first discussed.
ExperimanLe on tho HYVAX railgun at Los Alamos
culminated in a 1.985papers which identified viscous
drag as a second important procasm and describad the
phenomenon of current restrika. Although it was
recognized at this time that ablation and viscous
,drag ware closely co~pled processes, the important
relationship between restrike and the ablation-drag
process waa not hpprociated.

By thm Third EML Symposium in April 1986,
the ●xparimantal data base was much broader ●nd ●

coherent pictura of the plaama armatura was ●merging,
The paper of Hawka, at al,~ ●umrearizedan ●xtenaive
sarioa of ●xperiments ●t Lawronca Llvarmoro National
Laboratory ●nd concludad that reatriko waa tho most
important process limiting tha parformanca of their
plasma ●rmaturo rai,lgun. At this sam. meeting,
Parker and zarnons~preaanted ●n improvad, but
qualftativm, mod~l of tho plaama ●rmatura, T%ia
m~del ~xplicitly recognized that rostrika waa a
direct result of viscous drag actins on neutral
material ●vaporatcd from tha walls rathar than on
ionizod matarial ●blated from tho walla,

Figuro 1 lllustrataa schomatlcally tho
procoaaaa which act upon tho plaama ●rraaturain a
corvantional railtun. Tha ●maturo is dapictad in a
quaai.~quilibrium atato achiaved ●fter ha\kng ❑ovad ●

sub~tantial diatanco, typically 30-100 dhmatara,
Tha phy~ical stata of each ragion and ttm important
procaasas ara summarized below.

RESTRIKE KEIJTRAL l>lASNA HAIN

plAStlA h’&GION rh iL PI,AII)l)I

Schematic of the plasma armaturp In a
Varjoue raglons Idantlfied ahova the
knd !mportant prot:onseahaiow,



~rv PlaW The plasma properties of the
primarv plasma have been calculatt?dbv numerous
investigators and the details are available in .r,e
literature. For ths present purpose, it is
sufficient to note that the plasma is highly ionized,
at a temperature of 20,000-30,0000K and is

dissipating powe; at a level of several MW/cm2, Yost
of the primarv plasma is strongly magnetized and the
boundary layers are thin due to magnecohydrodvnamic
forces. This results in a rather high d~-ag
coefficient (Cf- 0,003-0.005) . Intense heat and
radiation flux at the walls is ablating material
which is ionized and added to the armatuze plasma.
The race of mass addition ranges from 4 tG IIx 10-e
kg/J for plastic insulators up to 30-90 x 10”Okg/J
for metal rails. Electromagnetic force accelarat=s
the ablatad material almoat to the velocity of the
main plasma. Viscous boundary forces siowly dr~g
most of this ablated material backward into the
plasma tail region.

~ Aa t.haablated matarial is
dra8ged back, it concinuen CO radiate and conduct
energy to the walls. Tha power flux is lower in the
tail region, however, and lasa of tha wall material
is ionized. The neutral gaa from the walls begins to
mix into tha plasmn, quenching the conductivity. A
cool boundary layer developq that growa into the
plasma until finally the conductivity becomes too low
for current to flow. This marka the end of the
plasma tail.

Tha amount of maae ●vaporated in tha tail
ragion i~ difficult to estimate. Table I summariz~d

the c~lculated maaa addition cocfficienta for some
typical railgun materiala in threa different modes:
ablation (fully ion!zed, 20,0000K), vaporization (1*

ionized, 5000°) ●nd ●roaion (vapor - liquid). Th.
maximum maaa ad .ltion rate for vaporization of wall
matariale rangoe from a ●I 25-40 x 10-0kg/J for ●inglo
plaetics to E - 100-200 x 10-0 kg/J for typical metal
raila. Since a large amount of thm input ●nergy is
●till etored aa ionization ●nd dlsaociation in tha
hotter parte of tha plaama tail, tha ma-a ●ddition
coafficiant will be lowor than thaaa maximum valuea
but still substantially higher than the ●blation
valuea appropriate for tha ❑ain plaama! A reasonable

estimate ia that tha maaa added in tha tail ragion irn
about twice ●gain the mama ablated in the ❑ain plasma
region,

Table I
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Bv simple momontum ●nd ●nergy ronmervation,
tho ronditiona ●t the ●nd of the plasma tall ran he
●otimated, Ona unit of tsasafrom the tsainplasma
(20,0L0-30,00WK, v - plaama velocity) mlxam wirh twn

units of cold gas at rest resulting in three units of

weakly ionized gas at a temperature of 6000°K -
10,OOO”K moving at a velocity about 1/3 the main
plasma velocity,

This model of the main plasma and the plasma
tail explains the apparent contradiction between the
early ablation modele that assumed that the armature
mass increased continuously as ablated material
accumulated, and the experimental obse~ation of
nearly constant plasma armature length. In
equilibrium, the armature masa is nearly constant.
Ablated material is continuously dragged back where
it mixes with cool gas from the wall, becomes leas
conductive , and is lost from the armature. The
equilibrium length of the armature is determined

primarily by the rate of vaporization from the walls
and the rate of turbulent mixing of wall materitil
into the plasma, This model is in agreement with the
limited experimental data available which shova a
linear scaling of equilibrium plasma langth with bore
diameter.

~ Tho gas entering tho neutral
region is very hot and moving at a velocity
substantially below tha plaama velocity. This gas is
in turbulent flow and both heat and momentum arc
rapidly coupled to the walls. This causaa further
,vaporizat.ionof matarial from the walla. Plaatic
insulators ●ra particularly v~~narable dud to their
high vapor praaaure ●nd poor tharmal conductivity.
Metal raila may not be vaporized if tha rate of
conduction cooling into th~ rail exceeds the rate of
heat input from the gaa.

A rtaaonable estimata of the maaa dan~ity jn
the neutral region can bc obtained by aaauming that
ona half of the ●nergy dissipated in plaama ●rmature
is ua~d to ~ the metal rail “~t that no
tiubaequant●vaporation cal:eaplace, The other half
of the enerky y~ tha insulator material ●t the
maximi~orate of 5O.1OO x 10”ekg/J, ‘J%emaaa danaity
in the nautral region is thus givan by

.. v

where 1-

V, -

a: -

a[ -

R-

v-

For ●xparim@nt F3

a mame density of
behind tha plaama

2nR2v

armature currant

●rta~kurevoltage

rail masa ●dditiot!
ablation

(1)

coefficient for

insulator maaa ●ddition cosf)!icient
for vaporization

bore radium

plasma velocity

reported by thwka’, Kqn. 1 predict~
3,/4kg/mJ in tho neutral region ka].1

armaturaa

The gaa valocity In the ne!ltralraglon wII1
toncinum to decraaee due to vjacoua 4rag against tha
,wallrnand due to the admixture nf ma~arisl vaporized
from thm inaulmtor, A lowar hound tn the gaa
vnloclt.yIn a~t hy the injaekor gas which is ueuakly
moving about. IO! m/a,

~ Tha neutral ragion
!Ilecuaeedabova Le not truAy I,autral, Thw gan la
nawtral ~Inly In the ●mnsa that rhrnhigh gau deneity



and weak ionization result in a very low eleccrlcal
conductivity and no current flo~ is observed by
conventional diagnostics (resolution - 1-2 M)
!Iowever, if a sufficiently high electric field is

applied to this gas, the resultant small current flow

will lead r-orun-a~av ionization and the
reescabli;hment of a hot, low-density, highly ionized
plasma, :he so-tailed restrike arc. The electric

field required to cause such a breakdown depends
primar:.lyupon neutral gas density and level of
residua..ionization and secondarily on other factors,
such as; gas temperature, gas composi’:ion,and
electrode surface conditions.

In a railgun the electric field needed to
produce a breakdown is generated by the movin~
magnetic field. A gas moving at velocity v,, located

behind a plasma armature moving at velocity v.,
experiences an electric field

L’l’vn-vq, + 1’,,~ m.
h

where L ie the inductance gradient,
V, is the armature voltage, and h is
separation. As the plasma armature

(2)

I is the current,
an effective rail
velocity

incre~aes, the electric field increases until the
breakdown field is reached, Since tt,egas velocity
is lowest near the breech and rail damage is often
gueatest near the breech, it is quite common for
breakdown to occur in the breech region, Breakdovni
can be observed at almost any location behind the
armature, however, becauee ●o many variables
influence the breakdown strength of tl!egas, The
breakdown electric field can be found approximately
from experimental observations of restrike ●rc
formation. For the HYV.Q(and i.TSprototype railguns,
tha breakdown field was f4t)0-500 V/cm, Lower valuee

●re measured when the plasma ●rmature causee grose

eurfa:a malting of the copper rails,

It in ●pparent chat ablation provides the
ionized material in which the restrike arc forms.
But this is not the most serioue ●ffect of ablation,

required to accelerate the neutral gas and maintain
it in motion against the viscous drag force,

!L.,,2_,2 ~

2 “ 0 “

(3)

C ‘-bv~2nrl,
‘2

where Y is the usual ratio of specific heats,
Cf is che drag coefficient, and lN is the length ~f
the neutral gas region.

To illustrate the magnitude of Vn, Eqn. 3 can
be applied to the experiment of Hawke7 cited earlier.
Assume for the sake of argument a complete restrika
with 1A - 0 and assume further that Y - 1.4, v’ - 103
m/s, b - 3.4 kg/m3, Cc - 0.001, and lN- 1.0 m. Values

L and r are given in [7]. The calculated restrike
arc velocity ie VR- L 5 km/a, less than the achieved
projectile velocity of 5.1 k3e/sd Note that this is
an upFer bound on the restrike arc velocity since
viscous drag on the restrika arc itself has been
neg~ected The critical rolo of ablation lies in the
~ig[~Maae densities generated in the bore. This mass

prevents a restrika arc from overtaking and merging
with the plasma armatura.

The temporal evolution of tlierestrike arc
La also important in understanding observed railgun
performance. Refurring again to Fig. 2 the rate of
change of the armature current can be calculated from
magnetic flux conservation, The magnetic flux
between the restrike arc and thn plasma armature is

4- L’/”(.Y. - .x,)

The :ime rate of charge of t ie ●qual to the loop
voltage, Nagltcting resietive loeses in the rails,
the loop voltage is the difference between the
voltage drop acroee the reetrike arc and tho plasma

RESTRII<E
armature. Thus

l)Eu~CAL p,*~M~

Auc. (;A~ ARt-iAT(JR6

(4.**,~.4) L’c$ (SO-A,; + L’/A(vo-v,) - l’.-l”” (s)

2’ ,,.), .

jj&”’

I
Since Va - VR, Eq?t,5 can be rearranged to give ●n

I
z~

effective time constant for armature currant decay.
x~

Fig. 2, Siruplifiedllluetration of a restr .cearc
saparated from the pl~~ma armature by a column of
nautral gas,

F~gure 2 chows a elmpllfled rostriko
ultuatlonl For t-his●nalyale the neutral Ras is
aouumed to have uniform densltv ~ findv@loclt,vVo,
The plasmm armsturo current IA 1s Iaee than Ihe input
rurrent.1,,, 7%? difference 10.IAflows Lhrough the
rsstrike ●rc, The velocity of the raetriko arc lg
(Iot.ornlnedby the density of tha gae which it must
accelerate ahead of it ●nd the viscous dtag on that
Ran The velocity of tha restrike ●rc can ba found
by ●tttetingthe magnetic pressure to the prn~eure

I r{l, [)Vu-v, 1
9

1,---”’-””(It v,,-\, 1
(())

Ae long ● s the restrike ●rc va~oclty Is lees than the
armatura velocity, IA la negativm and tha armature
current will decrease, Note that the time conetant
for th~ project~le forco (l/IAzdlA~/dt,)Ie one half
the value g~ven by I!qn,6,

A rvpical time ronatant for current decay
after remtrike can be calculated from Eqn, 6 assumin~
v, - 6 km/a, V? ● 1 km/e ●nd x, x, - 1 meter, Th~S

yields ! - )00 ,,sfor the currant ducav And 100”j,stor
the forca dacav, It in apparent whv reserlke ares
are oft-n correlated wtth ● “audt{enl*)tjeaof
acceioratlon,



Comriarisonwith Experiments

The simple ablation/drag model, withour
restrike. has been compared with a variety of
experiments by Schnurrg. The comparisons are

generallv quite good if the measured armature current
is used rather than the input current. Using the

measured armature current provides an ad hoc
correction for restrike.

The plasma aruacure model including restrike
is still a semi-q~antilative description and detailed
numerical comparisons are not y~. possible. It iS

possible, however, to und~rstand many of the observed

:haracceristics of plasma armature railguns and to
examine the scaling behavior of the extended model.

~celer~ The only parameter which has a
strong experimental correlation with railgun velocity
is acceleration. Table II shows this correlation for
somg of the highest velocity experiments performed.
The final velocities shown in Table 11 sc:~lewith
acceleration approximately at a114.

Table II

Ofsmlzallon

Aw

LLNL

Vouelll

IVoallnehouso

LANL/LLNL

Pbdl
Mooo Cuwont&!s.QL. —

S.S km, s 2.s d 300*A

0.9 1.0 34s

a.a 2.s S90

0.2 1.0 420

to 2.6 t 200

Peoh
Pto*ourO Aeaalofollon

Why should the maximum velocity deoend on. .
acceleration when restrike depends on valocity
●cc~rding to Eqn, 2? The anawer lion in a closer
examinat,iorof the b-aakdowm voltage acalinn, Most
planma ionization ph~ncmenon ●re functions of
:/n, the rn:~o of ,lectric
Assuming this is true for
then Eqna. 1.and 2 can be
which produce- breakdown.

(6)’6M

field to particle density,
the rascrike breakdown,
solved for tbe velocity
Let the breakdown field

where ON is the neutral gas density, A 18 the mvarage
aton,lcweight of the ,ga#,and (#/N)* is the threshold
value for ●le trical breakdown. Combit~ingEqns, 1
and 7 and as~umlng the ●f?ect.iverail separation h -
},h r for n round bore give-

(/)

armeturo Valocitv for rr+atrlka.
which la !n:lopentiontof current hut ncalam l~naarl~
with tha armature voltage V4, Jinca armaturo voltaRi~
Incr@aa@a MLOWIY with current, the obkmrvad
{Iepandancaof maximum Volocitv on Accoldrai‘,,mis
partially oxpiain.d by :hc hi~h current densitie~
roquirertto obtain high {acceleration. RailgumI

operating ac high current actuallv insulate
themselves against restrike bv filling the bore with
additional ne~:ral gas.

There is a second reason why maximum
velocitv is a function of acceleration. It was shown
above that armature force does not cease immediately
when restrike occurs but rather decays over a time
,/2 where c is given by Eqn 6. Although ,/2 is quite
small, there can be a significant velocity increase
in this time. For example, for Hawke’s test F3, the
projectile acceleration deviates from the calculated
acceleration when the projectile velocity ~,s4.3 km/s
and the acceleration is 6.5 x 10° m/s. Assuming this
deviation marks the beginning of restrike, the
predicted force decay time from Eqn, 6 is 150 IIS. An
additional velocity increase of -W - 6.5 x 106 x 150 x
10-6- 975 m/s can occur while current is transferring
from the armature to the rertrike arc. The measured
velocity increase after restrike for teet F3 ie 800
m/s in good agreement with the prediction.

The 10 km/s test reported by IAiJL/LLNL
achievad a peak acceleration of 6,4 x 107m/sZ (Table
:1). If restrike occurred at a velocity as low as 6
km/s, there was su~ficient time for the projectile to
reach 10 km/s as the current decayed in the armatvre,
It is unfortunate that few payloads can tolerate such
high levels of acceleration,

~ The higheet velocity plaama
armature railgun teste have ●ll used plastic or
gl~ss-reinforced plastic insulators, A number of
experiments performed with high temperature materials
have given disappointing reeulte, Thie btihaviorcan
be understood from the restrike velocity relationship
given by Eqn. 7. If reetrike limits velocity, then
the blat rssults will be obtained when

ie large und the hors hae a high particle density to
insulate agtiinstbrsakdown, This quantity ie
maximized by using materials with low atomic weight

(small .%)and low hnat of varorizhtion

[large a:)

‘l’helow density platiticseuch ●s Lexan best satiefy
theee requir~met,ts,

A~tempte to uee a mica-based ineulator on
the HKVAX railgun ●re consistent with this model,
The ❑ica ineulator was ablated by tha armatuia but
did not.vnporizs neutral material into tha bore ●ftar

the arusturo paqsad, The plasma ●rmaturo length
incraased continuously (no quenching) ●nd roatrlke
devaloped quickly in tha plasma tail region, Tests
using mica lneulation produced lower velocl,tiasthan
comparable t~sts uuing C.1O insulation,

All of the ,nvailable●videnca pointe to arc
rostriko ●e the principle velocity limiting prriceee
[n pras~l}tplasma armatura rallgun, Both ●xperiment
and the,!ryprisdlctthat velocit~ee in axctss of t)to
8 kmf- wi\l not be achiev@d Unleee rs”trika is
(!ont,0!led,

Technique- for roatrlka control fall into
two broad racegorles; techniques which ●liminate
(’urronr.conduction and technlquee which allmlnace
neutral gas from the rallg~lrlsbore, Each of these



,eneralapproaches is discussed below with examples
f specific techniques.

In some case, recent experimental work is
~vailable to help in assessing the practicability of
“escrike concrol.

Contr Llinecurrenc F1oo w Restrike arc
:Urrent can be eliminated in principle by
.nterrupcing the current path, either inside the
:ailgun or in the external circuit. A number of the
:echniques which have bean suggested are described
)riefly below.

b~kdo~ Vo1- The breakdown voltage of
:he gas in the bore can be increased by raising the
~tomic number density or adding components which
increase dielectric strength. The measured breakdown
fields are s 500 V/cm while the fields generated in a
high velocity railgun may exceed 3000 V/cm. A
straightforward increase in number density by a
factor of 10 might provide ths required increase in
Lreakdown field. It is unlikely that the neutral
vaporization rate can be increased ten times,
however, because the armature power dissipation
cannot supply the heat of vaporization for this much
material. External injec:ion of cold gas haa been
suggested but doea not appear feasible due to the
short times involved.

The neutral vapor dsnsity might be increased
by costing the walls with a reactive msttsrialwhich
provids its own vaporization energy through chemical
reaction. A 200-300 urnthick layer would provide the
required neutral density. Ignition energy is
availabl~ from the plasma armature. The practical

problem of renewing the wall coating w, lld probably
limit this technique to laboratory devices.

Adding electronegative ●toms is a common
technique to increase the breakdown voltage. This
idea was evaluated on the KYVAX railgun by coating
tha insulstor surface with ●poxy containing 109
lithium fluorida powdar. An increaee in ●rmature
~oltage was observad but the ●ffect on restrike was
inconclusive. From other exporimencal data en
halt=gen-gasmixturee an increasa in breakdown voltage
of ❑ore than threefold is unlikely.

~chulggg Th clms~~
circuit solution to rascrik~ is ● multi-stage,
sagmanted railgun. By segmenting the railqun il,to
many lndapendent stages with ind-pandent powar
supplies, rastrike is pr~vented in ●ll but the active
stage. This concept has nevar b-en ●valuated
experimentally because of several practical
difficulties, The langth of ●ach stage is limited to
1 or 2 meters for ●ffective restrike control. l’hia
requires many stages wtth ,~ndivldualpower supplies
and switching. Thre la a serious lasue of magnetic
anergy loss whan ●ta~es are ●witched off ●nd an lasue
of arc damage to the inter.stage insulation,

Racently ● new type of ssgmmnted daaign, the
Segment-d Rail Surface (SRS) railgun, has been
developed and testad, Suppression of restrika WAS
defnonetratedexperimentally as well aa increaaed
performance, Tho SRS rallgun rceolvae savnral of f.he
issues inhorant in ● conventional segmented ratlgun
but questions of mechanical and oLoctrical complexity
are still prasent. Detaila of tha SRS railpun ~re
presented in ● companion paperio

The distributed en~rgy etore rallgun can
aleo ba deeigrwd to auppreas restrike, 10 ficcomplinh
restrike control the current waveforms must be

carefully adjusted to produce near zero current in
che region where restrike might otherwise occur.
Zero current results in zero magnetic field and thus
no inductive voltage to create a restrike. The
theoretical feasibility of such a ciesignwas shown by
Parker;lfor the case of a short, well defined
armature. The interaction of the distributed circuit
t,ming and a long plasma armature has not been
addressed. In any case, the analysis in ‘i shows that
the current in a distributed railgun returns to zero
about 4 to 5 stages behind the armature which might
require as many as 2 energy storage stages/meter.
The distributed energy storage design eliminates the
mechanical complexity of a segmented barrel but
retains the electrical complexity.

~s Velo~ The apparent electric
field acting in the restrike region can be lowered by
increasing the veloclty of the neutral gas. One way
to accomplish this is to use a high velocity injector
whose propellant gases help prevent slowing of the
ablated wall gases, This technique is incorporated
into the design of the Lethality Test System launcher
at Los Alamoa National Laboratory and the STARFIRE
railgun at Sandia National Laboratory, Both systems
are designed with a two-stage hydrogen gun injector
operating at 6 to 8 km/c. The LTS launcher project
,was cancelled before experimental work could begin
but STARFIRE is nearly operational and experimental
evaluation of this restrike control technique should
be available soon.

If there is little or no mass in tha bora of a
railgun, then a rastrike ●rc can accelerate to high
velocity, overtake, and mergb with the plasma
armature. The kay quastion is “what is a ~
mass?”

The answer Ls, “as much as the magnetic
force can move against :he viscous drag force.”
Aseuming for simplicity that the mase is uniformly
distributed, tha viscous drag force can be written
approximately ●ss

(8)

where Cr ia the drag coefficient, ~ tha maea carried
by thrnrastrika current, and D the bore dlametcr.
The drag force increasas during the launch as hand V
increase. At the ●nd of launch, the drag force
should be ● small fraction of tha total applied fo:cc
in an ●fficient launcher, Chooeing 30t at ●

reasonable loee in drive force, onn can solve for the
permissible muss, MR,

0.() ’/!3 /’/’/)
,Mc -

(:,1”
(9)

Applying Eqn, 9 to I(awke’ttest F3’ and
aseuming V - 12 km/s (the deoign veloci~y) snd Cf -
,,u02 yields MR= 6,3 X 103kg, Earlier the neutral
mase dunsity for teat f~ vaa eetimated to be 3,(J
kg/mJ Multiplying by the hors voluma givoa a total
neutral gaa maes of 2 x 10-~kg, about 50 times the
tolarable maas according to lhIII,9, F.vmnif th~~e
astimstes Are in error by n factor of 7 or J, I& la

4PParent that vary Iarga decreaaes In the ablation
~!ndvaporization ratas will be requltod, A number of



techniques for reducing ablation are described below
and assessed in light of this requirement.

Reducea Armature P:- Since the ablated
mass is proportional to the energy dissipated in the
plasma armature, the reduction of armature power

dissipation .s important. Power dissipation can be

reduced by lowering che armature voltage or the
armature current.

Voltaee Reductio~ Lower plasma armature

voltage has been a continuing goal of many railgun
efforts during the past decade. various techniques

have been suggested, including seeding with easily
ionized atoms and careful control of plasma
composition and/or temperature. At preeent, there

are no published results demonstrating significant
voltage reductions, It seems unlikely that voltage
reductions of more than 30 to 509 will be achieved.
The mosr reliable voltage reduction technique is to
reduce the armature current. For typical railgun
condition, a 10% current decrease yields a 3 to 49
voltage decrease.

Qwent Wktkn Armature current can be
reduced by using augmenting turns or externally
generated magnetic fielde. Howover, when the
armature currenc ia reduced the average magnetic
field must be increased in proportion to maintain the
accelerating force. The transverse forces on the
structure increase rapidly resulting first in more a
massive structure and finally in streusee which
exceed tha strength of available matarials. The
scaling of traneverstiforce is easily expressed in
terms of the reduction in armature current. Let Frbe

th* transverse force on ● convantion~l railgun
operating at current l., Then if the armature
current is decreased to Ia - KIO, the transverse force
on the augmented railgun is given by

(lo)

Reducing the ●lmaturo currant by a factor of 2 (R -
0.5) gives Fr’/FT- 1.56, for R - 0.333 F~’/Ff- 2.78
and for R- 0.2 F7e/F7- 6.76. Sinco convmtional

railguns are alroadv operating near tl.e●trangth
limit of availabla c(netruction matariale, it ia
unlikaly that tho ●rmaturo current can ba raduced
more than a factor of 2 oz 3.

Combining voltago raduction ●nd ●ugmontqtion
may reduce tho powar dissipation by ● factor of 5,
Any futcher improvement muec come ultimately from
improvtd matarials,

Tha

~implg llnoar relation botwa-n armatura powor and
ablatsd mase daneity exproecad by Eqn, 1 ie ●n

6pproxi.mationwhich.noglacte tho Finita htsatcapacity
●nd tharmal conductivity of tho wall materials, Thie

●pproximation 1S wll juetifiod for typictl plaatlc
lneulators ●nd even for moat motale at tho heat
fluxes gonoratmd ir a rail.gun. It has bam

recognized for some yearee, how.vtr, that coppor
‘hould b. ablo to rosict molting and vaporization at
high velocity (> 5 km/a). Roeontly, RoeanwasS@rla
published a flgura of merit quantifying tha ability
cf matarlale to resist britf, intensa heat pulsoa.
Some ot’thn heat refractory c~rarsicspoee~se a figure
of merit comparable LO popper duo to a combination ot
high malting tomparatura and modsrata th~rmal
conductivity, For loi current wrd high velocltv, it
mhoulrlbe possible to oporatc a rallRun without anv
wall vaporization or ablation,

This conjecture was tested at Los Alamos
using the MIDI-2 railgun equipped with copper rails
and sialon ceramic insulators. The tests were

performed in the “free-arc” mode so that high

velocities could be achieved at modest current.

Figure 3 shows a plot of plasma velocity
measured at three points along the barrel as a
function of plasma current. When the armature
current is less than 100 h, the velocity increases
linearly with current as predicted by theory. The
curves lie below the theoretical curve by an amount
consistent with viscous drag on the armature plasma.
For these low current tests, there is no observable

change in the ceramic frisulators. For tests at 100
kA and above, the insulators develop a greyish
coatiiig which is more pronounced at higher current.
At the same time the velocity stops increasing with
current and the magnetic probe data show the onset of
restrike current. Figure 3 presents clear and
convincing evidence that it is possible to operate a
railgun without ablation at low current and high
velocity. The issue is whether material properties
can be improved sufficiently to achieve similar
results for useful railgun currents and velocities.
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Fig. 3, Free-arc plaema velocity at three ●xiel
positione as ● function of current showing onset of
insulator ●blation.

Roeanwaesor’e figure of meritlasete ●n uppar
limit on the quantity Ftllzfor a glvon matarial,
wh~re F ia the haat flux a.ldt is the expoeure time,
l%. calculated figura of merit for sialon is 0,85 x
10? Q Stla/ma, The onset of demaga ●hewn i.nFig. 3
occure at Ftil~- I,0 x 107 W •~12/m2,in good ●grnoment
with the predict-d value,

Slalon, a titructuralceramic, cio~enot have
a particular high figure of marit. Table III
presents the calculated figure of merit for a number
of insulator arrdrail materiale,

.
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Table III

gure of Mer t for Some Candidate Railgun Materials

MaQuL24

Si02 (vit.)

Sislon

Si3N,

A1203

SiC

BN (pyre)

C. (diamond)

re of HeriQ Threshold Veioc~+

0.24 x 107 3900 km/s

0.85 310

1.55 190

2.06 53

3.58 1s

4.2 13

-21 0.7

Cu

!40

w

C (graphite)

3.5 18

4.6 10.6

5.8 6.7

7.3 6.2

‘) assuming 25 W/mm armature currenc

The best candidate insulator lS high quality
diamond. Although not yet available commercially,
thin, high quality diamond films have been grown
recently on SiC and other substrates. If diamond
films as thick ae 200 micron become available on SiC
they would provide an unbeatable insulator meterial.

Ia there any near term hops for ablation-
free operation? To anawer this question, one can
calculate the valuae of Ftllzwhich occur during
railg’n operation. Taking 25 kA/mm aa a typical
operating current the armature power flux (w/ma) is

approximately F - 4.1 x 10° + 2.7 x 10@/D, where D iS
the bore diameter in meters. The expoeure time is
given by t - I,/v, A reasonable valua of la ia about
5 times the bore diameter so

where v is in units of km/a,

Inserting the figure of merit values from
Table III into Eqn. 11 yielde the velocity threehold
for ablation-free operation. The calculated
threshold velocltiee ●t the optimum bore diameter
(D - 6,7 cm) are shown in the third column of Table
111, The bad newe !s that none of the co=ercial
ceramics ara going to work in a conventional railgun,
The good newa la that the threehold veiocity scalee
ne the inverse square of the emsature power, Given a
factor of 3 reduction in armature power from
augmentation antivoltage reduction the threshold
velocities for commercial ceramica decreaae to 3 - 6

km/s a,ldfor the rail materials to 1 - 2 km/a,

Conventional plasma armature railgune are
llmlt~d to velocities of 6 - 8 km/o by arc restrikn,
To realize tl,ehyperveloclty potential of plasma
●rmature railguna, restrike must be eliminated,
Thara are two promiein8 ●pproached which ●ra basei on
rtemonatrat.edtnchnoiogy, The neareat tarm solution

is some form of circuit arrangement which eliminates

currenc flow in the restrike arc. Both segmented and
discribuced configurations merit further development,
but major issues of electrical and mechal.ical
complexicv must be addressed. On a longer term, the
development of advanced ceramics coupled with
augmentation to reduce armature power shows promise

Special attention will be required to injecting

projectiles at a velocity greater than the damage
threshold and to preforming the plasma armatures to
avoid local bore damage.

With restrike under control, the only plasma
related limitation will be viscous drag on the
armature plasma. Recent MIDI-2 experiments with a
hydrogen plasma armature have demonstrated armature
velocities in excess of 30 km/s so armature drag does
not appear to be an issue in the 10 - 20 km/s

velocity
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